Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 21 January 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.45pm
Stewards: Miss E Alessandrinio, Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Lure Driver: Mr R Archibald

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 2 BLACK JOKER (32.3kgs), Race 7 NAK FACTOR (26.4kgs)

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 8 KAOS BE COOL (21/1), Race 12 SUDOKU WARRIOR (18/1)
Illness: Race 12 WAGGERS (18/1)
Ineligible: Race 1 JUST HER BEST (17/1), Race 7 CHUCKY THE CHAMP (21/1), Race 8 SIMPLY READY (17/1)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R31(2) - Race 10 WIND POWER DREAM x 0 days (5.34pm)

FINES:
R31(2) - Mr G Ellis - $100.00

SUSPENSIONS:
R69A - Race 1 DIABLO STAR x 28 days (Cannington only) x 1 Field

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 JUNK YARD SWITCH, Race 2 DIAZ MONELLI, Race 4 FARMOR KA CHING, Race 7 FARMOR SHADY, Race 8 BRUTAL LOMAR.

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/275 - Maiden - 6:02 PM
(275M): JUNK YARD SWITCH & JUST A MYSTERY began quickly. DIABLO STAR & MARYVILLE began slowly. CHAROS TASIA began very slowly. DIABLO STAR & MARYVILLE collided soon after the start. BLUE DIABLO checked off the heels of JUST A MYSTERY approaching the first turn. BLUE DIABLO & ROMAN BLUE collided on the first turn. ROMAN BLUE & NACHO LIBRE collided on the first turn. DIABLO STAR eased, shifted out and collided with MARYVILLE on the first turn. DIABLO STAR shifted out, checked off the heels of NACHO LIBRE & collided heavily with MARYVILLE on the home turn, DIABLO STAR & MARYVILLE lost considerable ground. DIABLO STAR & MARYVILLE raced wide in the home straight.

DIABLO STAR was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Stewards inquired into a report that DIABLO STAR had failed to pursue the lure with due commitment on the first turn, Kennel Representative Mr M Pollard acknowledged the report, subsequently DIABLO STAR has been stood down for 28 days and placed on a Field Satisfactory Trial under R69A.

Race 2 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 6:28 PM
(380M): WILDASH WILLOW & DIAZ MONELLI began quickly. RUG RAT & BLACK JOKER began slowly. NIGHT LIGHT & VINAKA FIJI collided on the first turn. SHESA DRATTA checked off the heels of WILDASH WILLOW, shifted out and collided heavily with NIGHT LIGHT & VINAKA FIJI on the first turn, SHESA DRATTA, NIGHT LIGHT & VINAKA FIJI lost ground. WILDASH WILLOW checked off the heels of DIAZ MONELLI on the first turn, WILDASH WILLOW lost ground. MISS BLUE & RUG RAT collided on the second turn. SHESA DRATTA shifted out and raced wide on the second turn. VINAKA FIJI & BLACK JOKER collided on the home turn and in the home straight.

SHESA DRATTA was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 3 - Grade 4/Country/275 - Grade 4 - 6:47 PM
(275M): YANKEE PARKER began quickly. INCREDIBLE EVIE & HELLO ISSY collided soon after the start. YANKEE PARKER & TEGAN ROSE collided soon after the start. INCREDIBLE EVIE hit the inside running rail and lost ground on the first turn. YANKEE PARKER & CLOONEY collided on the first turn. CHASIN' DESTINY checked off the heels of YANKEE PARKER on the first turn. TEGAN ROSE & TOO DARDY collided on the first turn, both lost ground. HELLO ISSY & TYLER KEEPING collided approaching the home turn. INCREDIBLE EVIE checked off the heels of CHASIN' DESTINY on the home turn.

INCREDIBLE EVIE was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.
Race 4 - Grade 5/Country/380 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:09 PM
(380M): AKACHI, FARMOR KA CHING & TORGL checked quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. STORM ZONE & CROCODILE BOLT collided soon after the start. STORM ZONE checked off the heels of AKACHI soon after the start. AKACHI & FARMOR KA CHING collided on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO & HELLO DARCEY collided on the first turn. CROCODILE BOLT galloped on the heels of TORGL on the first turn. MY FIRE FABIO galloped on the heels of CROCODILE BOLT on the first turn, CROCODILE BOLT lost ground. NOTHING TO PROVE & STORM ZONE collided on the first turn. STORM ZONE & MY FIRE FABIO collided in the back straight. CROCODILE BOLT checked off the heels of TORGL on the second turn.

FARMOR KA CHING was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported. HELLO DARCEY was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 5 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 7:30 PM
(520M): TAHLEIA BRAE & SNALLYGASTER began quickly. JEZEBEL PARKER & MJOLNIRS MIGHT began slowly. INCREDIBLE HERO, HELLO I'M STEELO & SNALLYGASTER collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M STEELO & INCREIDBLE DREAM collided soon after the start. INCREDIBLE HERO checked off the heels of SNALLYGASTER & collided with MJOLNIRS MIGHT on the first turn. INCREDIBLE HERO & HELLO I'M STEELO collided in the catching pen and on the second turn. HELLO I'M STEELO checked off the heels of MJOLNIRS MIGHT on the second turn. INCREDIBLE HERO & MJOLNIRS MIGHT collided in the back straight and on the third turn.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/380 (2) - Grade 5 - 7:47 PM
(380M): BUSHMAN'S COBBER & ACE CRUISING began quickly. SHE CAN PARTY began slowly. ACE CRUISING & SHINBONER MAGIC collided soon after the start. ZOOM TUX checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S COBBER on the first turn. BUSHMAN'S COBBER & ACE CRUISING collided on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & WAYNE'S ROCKET collided on the first turn. WAYNE'S ROCKET & KEITH DOUBLE ONE collided on the first turn. KEITH DOUBLE ONE checked off the heels of OLDMATE ROSE, shifted out and collided with SHE CAN PARTY on the first turn. ZOOM TUX & SHINBONER MAGIC collided in the catching pen. SHINBONER MAGIC checked off the heels of ZOOM TUX approaching the home turn.

BUSHMAN'S COBBER was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 7 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 8:07 PM
(275M): QUARA'S BETH, EM'S LIL GEM & WHAT A QUESTION began quickly. PRESLEY PARKER began slowly. JAX'S GIANT checked off the heels of FARMOR SHADY soon after the start. NAK FACTOR galloped on the heels of WHAT A QUESTION approaching the first turn. PRESLEY PARKER & CROCODILE FLASH collided on the first turn. CROCODILE FLASH & JAX'S GIANT collided on the first turn. CROCODILE FLASH lost ground. PRESLEY PARKER & WHAT A QUESTION collided on the first turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CROCODILE FLASH had a Right Hindleg Quadriceps M. Injury and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 8 - Free For All (s)/Country/275 - Free For All (s) - 8:30 PM
(275M): GO LEVI began quickly. NOMADIC & TIGER KEEPING collided soon after the start. GO LEVI & BRUTAL LOMAR collided approaching the first turn. ROGER'S DREAMIN & TIGER KEEPING collided approaching the first turn. BLACK DRATTA checked off the heels of ROGER'S DREAMIN' on the home turn.

Race 9 - Novice/Country/520 - Novice - 8:45 PM
(520M): RED RIGHT HAND began quickly. GO GETTEM NOSEY began slowly. HELLO I'M JADE & VAGABLONDE collided soon after the start. GO GETTEM NOSEY checked off the heels of VILLAFLY soon after the start. BUSHMAN'S YARN checked off the heels of VAGABLONDE approaching the first turn.

Race 10 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 9:07 PM
(380M): OAKS VALLEY began slowly. SIMPLY SOPHIE & GOOD GIRL BRANDI collided soon after the start. SPIRIT OF PAT & CASTIEL’S MAGIC collided soon after the start and on the first turn. OAKS VALLEY & GOOD GIRL BRANDI collided on the first turn. SIMPLY GIFTED & OAKS VALLEY collided on the first turn, OAKS VALLEY stumbled. SPIRIT OF PAT & CASTIEL’S MAGIC collided on the first turn. GOOD GIRL BRANDI & SPIRIT OF PAT collided approaching the second turn.

Race 11 - Grade 5/Country/275 - Grade 5 - 9:30 PM

(275M): KABAL began quickly. HOW'S IT SCARY & BOSTON ROCKS collided soon after the start. THERMISTOCLES & SO SHIROKURA collided soon after the start. BRITZ & KABAL collided on the first turn. FRANC MONELLI & KILLA DOLLARS collided on the first turn. BOSTON ROCKS & THERMISTOCLES collided on the first turn. THERMISTOCLES & SO SHIROKURA collided on the first turn. BRITZ & KABAL collided approaching the home turn. HOW'S IT SCARY shifted out and collided with BRITZ & KABAL approaching the home turn. BOSTON ROCKS galloped on the heels of KABAL on the home turn. THERMISTOCLES checked off the heels of KABAL and inconvenienced SO SHIROUKRA on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that FRANC MONELLI had a Right Hindleg Tensor Fascia L. M. Inj. (Triangle) and has been stood down for 14 days.
A post race veterinary examination revealed that BOSTON ROCKS had a laceration and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/275 - Grade 6 - 9:47 PM

(275M): SANSA MONELLI began quickly. RICKSHAW MILLIE began slowly. SWITCHEN SAVE checked off the heels of SANSA MONELLI soon after the start. LIGHTNING CASSIE & ZAMBORA ROSE collided soon after the start. WEST ON REGGIE & SWITCHEN SAVE collided soon after the start, SWITCHEN SAVE lost ground. WEST ON REGGIE checked off the heels of LIGHTNING CASSIE approaching the first turn. WEST ON REGGIE & SPANISH COIN collided approaching the first turn. SANSA MONELLI & LIGHTNING CASSIE collided approaching the home turn and on the home turn. RICKSHAW MILLIE checked off the heels of SANSA MONELLI on the home turn.

FINAL.